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CHAPTER ONE:

THE KNIGHTS OF THE ANCIENT
REALM

Once upon a time in the Ancient Realm, an ancient
mansion stood, surrounded by dark trees in a wild
winter, with crumbling stone walls and heavy
defences. It was impenetrable and fortified with iron
bars, which were as big and strong as a cyclops.
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The lonely mansion was inhabited and protected by
The Knights of the Ancient Realm, including one special
knight, Knight Joey.
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The knights were divided into seven squadrons: an
Attack Squad, who attack enemy forts and castles for
weapons, armour and land; a Building Squad,
responsible for building defences on and around the
mansion; the Material Squad who collect resources for
building; an Armour Squad, responsible for the
knights’ armour; the Defence Squad who defend the
mansion from intruders and animals. Sixth is the Food
Squad who collects bread and food to feed everyone,
and finally - the most prestigious squad of all - King
Room Knights who are trained rigorously to defend the
king himself.

Each group is led by their own commander.
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CHAPTER TWO:

In search of food

Now, let me tell you about Knight
Joey.

Joey was the Elite Knight
Commander of the Defence
Squad and he had become
increasingly worried about the
remaining food supplies, which
were dwindling due to the severe
winter conditions.
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Since Knight Joey had to stay behind to guard the
mansion from wolves or intruders, and oversee the
other knights in their work, he decided to send the
Food Squad out on a mission to nearby villages in
search of food supplies, and gather what they could
from the forest.

”Where could the nearest village be?” pondered one of
the knights from the Food Squad.

”We have been travelling for 2 hours already!” noted
another.

“I see a village over on that mountain!”exclaimed a
third.

As they approached the village, they realised it was in
flames. “We’ll have to find another village, ” ordered

Knight 2, who was now in charge. “Let’s go!”
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